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Restaurant of the week: The Queens

A royal treat for meat lovers
Joseph Connolly watches guest Gavin Henderson enjoy a bloody steak at The Queens

M

oney …! It’s
fashionable again
…! Yes indeedy,
after so many years
of shamefacedly
cowering amid the shadows,
money is proud and money is back
– strutting its stuff, energetically
ﬂexing plastic and scattering
the bling. The catering business
is always an extremely sound
barometer of the economic
climate: if tables are available
at the very best restaurants,
things are bad. If enticing deals
and complimentary booze are
on offer, things are very bad. But
the (excellent) Hawksmoor chain
reports that bankers are now
‘upgrading their steaks’
and are marrying them
with £100 bottles of
wine. Caviar is booming
too: you can buy a kilo
of the very best stuff in
Harrods for not much
shy of £20,000 (not a
misprint) while in Devon
they are farming their
own at a tenth of the
price (i.e still a bleeding
fortune). Waitrose are
selling superior wine
and ‘premium’ fare
as the middle classes
seek succour and
indulgence prior to a
socialist ‘Mansion Tax’
which will instantly
return them to penury.
And in Regent’s Park
Road, in the form of
Jack O’Shea, there is a
‘celebrity butcher’. It
is rather difﬁcult
to fully grasp just
what that might

I want my steak
blue,” said Gavin. “I like
it just passed through
a warm kitchen.” The
waitress didn’t bat an
eylid”
be – banishing all thoughts
of Charles Manson, of
course – but apparently
it is no more than a
regular purveyor of
meat, a few of whose
customers have appeared
on television. The foodie
locals are naturally
delighted by his arrival …
the animal rights activists,
less so. They had just
done with celebrating the
closure of a furrier which
had occupied the site for
thirty years, when along
comes not just a butcher
but the very butcher
who – when employed by
Selfridges – was found to be
supplying foie gras under
the counter. Interestingly,
the very people who wish no
harm to the poultry – they
wouldn’t say boo to a goose –
have (anonymously, of course)
threatened Mr O’Shea with
a lingeringly painful death,
should he persist in peddling
foie gras in Primrose Hill.
Which is precisely what he is
doing – and this is a good
thing, because one must
never be cowed by the

intimidation of a mob.
In the Queens, the very
attractive corner pub a few doors
away, they are advertising a
butchery course to be conducted
by none other than Mr O’Shea,
all tickets for which are sold out.
I know this because that is where
I was lunching with Professor
Gavin Henderson, the extremely
genial principal of the Central
School of Speech & Drama in
Swiss Cottage. And Gavin and I
were wearing precisely matching
shirts (which was odd, but also
somehow quite reassuringly
chummy) though he always, but
always wears a bow.
The Queens is a small, cosy and
seductive place – and upstairs
there is a bright, comfortable and
welcoming restaurant. On this
sunny day, a beautiful balcony
was covered in brightly coloured
cushions, while inside the stylised
wallpaper of red, pink and orange
roses on a monochrome ground
is set off by black-and-white
photographs of local architectural
detail: all very good.
Gavin kicked off with home
cured salmon with a shallot and
caper dressing and homemade
crackers, while I amazed myself
by ordering a beetroot salad: red
and golden, crunchy, beguilingly
ﬂavoured and beautifully
presented. Gavin enjoyed the
salmon, though thought the
homemade crackers “a bit toothbreaking”.
He added Tabasco, because he
likes strong seasoning: “I cannot
eat a boiled egg,” he said, “without
Henderson’s Relish. No relation”.
He hails from Brighton, where he
still has a place, though now lives

with his wife Mary Jane off the
Edgware Road in what he calls ‘the
Arab Quarter’. Seemingly, there
is practically no arts or music
festival or academy with which he
has not been associated, usually
in a governing role: Dartington,
Brighton … principal of Trinity
College of Music, founder member
of the Arts Council and chair of
music: loads more – and he has
been at the helm of the Central for
eight years. Now although only a
third of students are actors, here
comes some rather sobering news
for anyone who aspires to be of
their number: last year, there were
6500 applications … for forty-ﬁve
places. You must suffer for your
art.
Gavin’s eyes alighted with joy
upon the 21-day aged British
sirloin with twice-cooked chips,
steamed kale and a red wine sauce
– “but,” he qualiﬁed, “I want it
blue. I like my steak just passed
through a warm kitchen”.
The waitress did not bat even
a single eyelid, and it arrived – a
decent lean cut – merely seared
without, virtually raw within, just
as he wanted it.
The chips were a little
fragmented, but crispy enough, the
jus ﬁne … but the star of the show
was unadvertised: a squat thick
bone, jammed with marrow. This
he proclaimed to be absolutely
divine. And I meanwhile had
ordered something you don’t
often see any more, outside of the
supermarket freezer: chicken Kiev.
It was pleasant – not squelching
with garlicky butter, so it didn’t
actually blind me – but the
‘trufﬂe mash’ was not remotely
trufﬂey, and was rather dry and

FACTFILE
■ The Queens, 49 Regent’s Park
Road NW1. Tel 020 7586 0408
■ Open for food: Mon-Fri 12-3pm,
6-10pm. Thu-Sat brunch 11am3pm. Sat-Sun 12-10pm
■ Food: ★★★★★★✩✩✩
■ Service ★★★★★★★✩✩
■ The feeling ★★★★★★★★✩
■ Cost: Good value: about £75 for
three course meal for two with
modest wine.
unyielding. We then agreed that
we were very full, and wanted
pudding: so, for Gavin, an apple
and blackberry crumble with
vanilla custard. I had a very
light and pretty blueberry and
buttermilk pannacotta with gooey
blueberry compote: really good,
as was the crumble (vast, and in
an enamel basin). There wasn’t
quite enough pudding wine for
two full glasses – so we were given
what there was on the house: nice
touch.
When Gavin is not at the
Central, attending plays, concerts
and operas (at least ﬁve a week)
or else at his much-loved clubs
(Savile and Garrick) he is to be
found lunching in restaurants.
“I do love lunch. At least two
hours. In Swiss Cottage, the best
is obviously Bradleys. I read your
review a few weeks ago about this
La Voss place opposite the Odeon
that actually asked you to leave
…! Sounds quite dreadful – and
I’ve certainly told everyone at the
Central not to think of even going
near the place”.
Oh good. Good good.

